Cafe Boulud (Desserts) by Boulud, Daniel


ea.> DESSERT COMPANIONS ea.> 
DESSERT WINES BY THE GLASS 
MUSCAT DOMAINE DE BEAUMALRIC 
YALUMBA " MUSEUM MUSC AT .. 
C AV E SPRING " INDIAN SU MM ER .. RIESLING 
COTEAUX DU LA YON. C HATEAU PIERRE BISE 
BANYULS CUVEE L.PARCE. D O M . RECTORIE 
CHATEAU LAFAURIE-REYRAGUEY 
PORT 
QUINTA DO INFANT ADO 
MEO-SECO VINTAGE CHARACTER 
FONSECA ''1 0 YEAR" TAWNY 
TAYLOR "20 YEAR" TAWNY 
FONSECA "20 YEAR " TAWNY 
TAYLOR FLADGATE 1975 
GRAHAMS 1 985 
EAUX-DE-VIE 
ST. GEORGE' S PEAR BRANDY. CA 
MASSENEZ POIRE WILLIAMS 
MASSENEZ MIRABELLE 
MASSENEZ MARC DE GEWURZTRAMINER 
ETIENNE BRANA POIRE WILLIAMS 
MASSENEZ KIRSCHWASSER 
UVA VIVA Dl POLl , ITALY 
CALVADOS 
CARDINAL 
SIX ANS D 'AGE, ADRIEN CAMUT 
8USNELVSOP 
GROULT "VENERABLE" 20 ANS 
BRANDY 
LUST AU SOLERA GRAN RESERVA 
MARC DE BOURGOGNE DRC 1 978 




















BEAUMES DE V ENISE 
VICTORIA . AUSTRALIA 






VSOP MARTELL, COURVOISIER , 
REMY MARTIN , HENNESSY 








LEOPOLD GOURMEL AGE DU FRUITS 
LEOPOLD GOURMEL AGE DES FLEURS 
DELAMAIN " PALE & DRY" XO 
DELAMAIN " VESPER " 
MARTELL " CORDON BLEU" 
HINE "TRIOMPHE" 
HENNESSY " PARADIS" 
MOYET "GRANDE CHAMPAGNE" 
LA FONTAINE DE LA POUYADE 
LOUIS XIII REMY MARTIN 
ARMAGNAC 
MARQUIS DE CAUSSADE 
LARRISSINGLE VSOP 
POLLENTES "EPICES" 1 973 
BOINGERERES FOLLE BLANCHE 1 979 
BOINGNERES COLOMBARD 1 972 
GRAPPA 
BOSCANI 
CERETTO " ZONCHERA" 
NONINO " PICOLIT" 






























FRENCH CLASSICS & COUNTRY COOKING 
CHOCOLATE-COFFEE GRATIN 




VANILLA CREME BRULEE CENTER 
$13 
NOUGAT GLACE AUX MENDIANTS 
CARAMEL ICE CREAM AND 








THE RHYTHM OF THE SEASONS 
CREPE SUZETIE 
KUMQUAT COMPOTE FILLING 
AND VANILLA ICE CREAM 
$12 
PINEAPPLE NAPOLEON 
COCONUT MERINGUE AND 
RUM RAISIN ICE CREAM 
$12 
WARM CHOCOLATE SOUFFLE 
PISTACHIO ICE CREAM 
$12 
DEGUSTATION OF CHEESES 
$16 
LE POTAGER 
SEASONAL FARMERS MARKET FRUIT 
POACHED PEAR 
IN BLACK CURRANT & PORT SYRUP 
WITH WALNUT PARFAIT 
$12 
APPLE-BANANA TART TATIN 
HONEY-CINNAMO N CREME FRAiC HE 
$11 









THIS MONTH: THE SPICE ROAD 
CELEBRATING SPICES FROM INDIA TO SPAIN 
SPICY CHOCOLATE BOMBE 
VANILLA MOUSSELINE FILLING 
AND BLACK TEA ANGLAISE 
$13 
CHILLED YUZU S OUP 
VANILLA-GINGER GRANITE 
$11 
O MELmE NORVEGIENNE 
SPICY PINEAPPLE SORBET AND 
COCONUT ICE CREAM 
$13 
REMY FONFROCK, 
EXECUTIVE PASTRY CHEF 



